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By James Fenimore Cooper

Classic Comic Store Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. John P. Severin,
Stephen L. Addeo (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book. Fenimore Cooper s tale of
Hawk-eye and his Mohican friends Chingachgook and his son, Uncas, as they help four wayward
British travelers navigate the American wilderness amidst the French and Indian War (1754-1763).
Danger stalks them at every turn with the native Hurons hunting them, led by their deceitful guide,
Magua. Classics Illustrated tells this wonderful tale in colorful comic strip form, offering an
excellent introduction for younger readers. This edition also includes a biography of James
Fenimore Cooper and study questions, which can be used both in the classroom and at home to
further engage the reader in the story. The Classics Illustrated comic book series began in 1941 with
its first issue, Alexandre Dumas The Three Musketeers, and has since included over 200 classic tales
released around the world. This new CCS Books edition is specifically tailored to engage and
educate young readers with some of the greatest works ever written, while still thrilling older
readers who have loving memories of this series of old.
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ReviewsReviews

It is straightforward in read through better to recognize. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e pdf. Its been written in an
extremely basic way and is particularly merely following i finished reading through this ebook through which really transformed me, alter the way i
believe.
-- Delia Kling-- Delia Kling

This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Salvador Lynch-- Prof. Salvador Lynch
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